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The University of Leeds
EXTERNAL EXAMINER’S REPORT
ACADEMIC YEAR: 2013– 2014
Part A: General Information

Subject area and awards being examined
Faculty / School of:
Subject(s):
Programme(s) / Module(s):

Awards (e.g. BA/BSc/MSc etc):

Education, Social Sciences & Law
Single and Joint Honours Sociology and Social Policy – with related subjects (Politics, Crime,
etc.)
For 2013-14, I looked at the following student work:


X10 dissertations across a range of subjects



X5 3 year classes in: Education Crime, and Society; Disability Rights; Organised
Crime; Ethnicity and Popular Culture; Protest and Social Movements.



X5 2 year classes in: Disability Studies; Welfare and Crime; Sociology of Culture;
Sociology of Health and Illness and Research Methods.

rd

nd

BA

Name and home Institution / affiliation of Examiner

Completed report
The completed report should be attached to an e-mail and sent as soon as possible, and no later than six weeks after the relevant
meeting of the Board of Examiners, to exexadmin@leeds.ac.uk.
Alternatively you can post your report to:

Head of Quality Assurance
Room 12:81, EC Stoner Building
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT

Part B: Comments for the Institution on the Examination Process and Standards
Matters for Urgent Attention
If there are any areas which you think require urgent attention before the programme is offered again please note them in this box
There are no matters in need of urgent attention.
Only applicable in first year of appointment
Were you provided with copies of previous relevant External Examiners’ reports and the response of the School to these?
Yes – and well in advance of the Exam Board on June 26, 2014.
For Examiners completing their term of appointment
Please comment on your experience of the programme(s) over the period of your appointment, remarking in particular on changes
from year to year and the progressive development and enhancement of the learning and teaching provision, on standards
achieved, on marking and assessment and the procedures of the School
N/A
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Standards

1.

Please indicate the extent to which the programme Aims and Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) were
commensurate with the level of the award


The appropriateness of the Intended Learning Outcomes for the programme(s)/modules and of the structure and content of
the programme(s);
 The extent to which standards are appropriate for the award or award element under consideration.
Based on the essay/exam questions I was asked to review earlier in the year, and the sample of student work I reviewed
in advance of the exam board on June 26, 2014 I would say that the programme Aims and ILOs are certainly being met
and they are in keeping with the level of degree award. Standards across the programmes are high and meet or
exceed UK subject benchmarks in Sociology and Social Policy.

2.

Did the Aims and ILOs meet the expectations of the national subject benchmark (where relevant)?

3.

Please comment on the assessment methods and the appropriateness of these to the ILOs

4.

Were students given adequate opportunity to demonstrate their achievement of the Aims and ILOs?

5.

For Examiners responsible for programmes that include clinical practice components, please comment on
the learning and assessment of practice components of the curriculum



The comparability of the programme(s) with similar programme(s) at other institutions and against national benchmarks and
the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications.
As mentioned above, yes the Aims and ILOs meet expectations of national subject benchmarks. Often these are
exceeded, I would say (especially with regard to the quality of research methods training at Leeds and UG dissertation
work). The academic work being undertaken by staff and students at Leeds compares very favourably with other
Universities offering similar programmes (e.g. I currently act as external examiner at Newcastle University as well and the
Leeds programmes compare very well to what is offered here, as well as Abertay University where I have also acted as
external examiner in the past, from 2007-2010).



The design and structure of the assessment methods, and the arrangements for the marking of modules and the
classification of awards;
 The quality of teaching, learning and assessment methods that may be indicated by student performance.
Assessment methods are designed and structured in an appropriate way, matching up with stated Aims and ILOs. There
is a suitable diversity of assessment methods in evidence – e.g. essays, exams, extended project work, VLE submissions,
‘seen’ exam papers, research reports and proposals etc. Marking and moderation is fair, robust and transparent.
Feedback, in most cases, is structured and helpful. Some of the moderation comments are rather brief. Some
essay/report feedback is not typed up by markers and this would be preferred over hand-written comments that can be
hard to decipher in some cases. It might be that online feedback (both ‘voicemail’ oral comments and typed-up comments)
is also considered as a future development – e.g. using Turnitin/Grademark within Moodle? This is standard School
practice at UWS. Student performance across the work I looked at was high. In certain cases this was excellent – for
example, 2 or 3 of the dissertations I read were almost of publishable quality. Staff should be encouraged to use the top
end of the marking scale for such work – into the 80s and 90s even. I was impressed by the interactions/discussions
st
between 1 markers and moderators across the modules as well as the team-based modules and how they operate. I
would suggest that all markers ensure that the marking template/proforma is used properly – at times the ‘tick boxes’ of
Outstanding, Excellent, Very Good etc. do not always match up with the text commentary (for example, one comment on
an essay read ‘An excellent essay with excellent features…’ but all the ‘ticks’ were located in the Very Good boxes. It
would be worth reminding staff to ensure there is a match between the ‘ticks’ and the comments. One further comment – it
would be useful if all staff ensured that all marked work has some feedback on the relative ‘strengths’ and ‘weaknesses’ of
the work being graded – this did usually happen, but not always, and could be made more explicit. This would be
rd
especially helpful to those students who are around the 3 class / 2:2 range. I would also say here that staff may want to
look at adopting a marking scheme that might be termed the ‘2, 5 and 8’ model – whereby all work is graded at, for
example, 52, 55 or 58 etc. This is useful as it sharpens the marker’s mind (e.g. ‘is this essay a 58% or a 62% piece of
work?) and it also helps in ensuring that 9’s are helpfully avoided when marks are brought together.


The academic standards demonstrated by the students and, where possible, their performance in relation to students on
comparable courses;

The strengths and weaknesses of the students as a cohort.
nd
rd
As mentioned above, based on the 10 dissertations I read and the x10 modules across the 2 and 3 year I examined,
student work is high quality and compares favourably to students on comparable courses. In particular, students at Leeds
nd
are clearly engaging with 2 year methods/theory work as well as working on their writing skills. This is demonstrated by
rd
rd
the quality of dissertations in the 3 year. Possibly more support good be given to those students in the 3 / 2:2 camp –
st
with additional input such students could make the leap into the 2:2 and 2:1 field – even 1 class perhaps. I would also
say that some modules have very high average final marks (e.g. Ethnicity and Popular Culture), across the intake, whilst
other modules are perhaps on the low side (e.g. Education, Crime and Society). This is not a major point or concern but
just something to note for staff. It may relate to types/variations of assessments or, indeed, student engagement (or
disengagement) with different modules on offer.

N/A.
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6.

Please comment on the nature and effectiveness of enhancements to the programme(s) and modules
since the previous year
It would be particularly helpful if you could also identify areas of good practice which are worthy of wider dissemination.
N/A. 2013-14 is my first year as an external examiner at Leeds.

7.

Please comment on the influence of research on the curriculum and learning and teaching

8.

Where the programme forms part of an Integrated PhD, please comment on the appropriateness of the
programme as training for a PhD

This may include examples of curriculum design informed by current research in the subject; practice informed by research;
students undertaking research.
There is clear evidence of the research being undertaken by staff having an influence in shaping the UG curriculum and
the module choices available to students. Indeed, students at Leeds are fortunate to have staff teaching
nd
them who are very research active and contributing fully to REF2014 and similar exercises etc. The module choices at 2
rd
and 3 year reflect staff research interests with clear specialities in areas such as disability, ethnicity, gender, welfare,
crime etc. Student dissertation work, as mentioned, benefits from excellent training in theory/method in year 2 as well as
detailed and regular staff supervision.

N/A

For Examiners involved in mentoring arrangements

9.

If you have acted as a mentor to a new External Examiner or have received mentor support please
comment here on the arrangements

N/A

The Examination/Assessment Process

10. The University and its Schools provide guidance for External Examiners as to their roles, powers and
responsibilities. Please indicate whether this material was sufficient for you to act effectively as an
External Examiner.

Whether External Examiners have sufficient access to the material needed to make the required judgements and whether they
are encouraged to request additional information.
Yes, all such materials were provided to me in advance of the Board and ensured I felt confident in the tasks that I was
being asked to carry out in my capacity as external examiner. This was particularly important and helpful this year, given it
was my first year acting as external examiner at Leeds.

11. Did you receive appropriate documentation relating to the programmes and/or parts of programmes for
which you have responsibility, e.g. programme specifications or module handbooks, marking criteria?

The coherence of the policies and procedures relating to External Examiners and whether they match the explicit roles they are
asked to perform.
Yes, all relevant documentation was sent to me in advance of the Board by

12. Were you provided with all draft examination papers/assessments? Was the nature and level of the
questions appropriate? If not, were suitable arrangements made to consider your comments?

Yes, all draft exam papers and essay questions were passed to me for comment. The questions were all appropriate and
suitable for the level being taught. I had no major comments to make and where small details were mentioned these were
acted upon.

13. Was sufficient assessed / examined work made available to enable you to have confidence in your
evaluation of the standard of student work? Were the scripts clearly marked/annotated?
nd

Yes, more than enough work was sent to me to review in advance of the Board meeting. Indeed, for the 2 year Research
Methods module perhaps a little too much work was sent. This could be trimmed down a little. The scripts, as mentioned
above, were marked and annotated appropriately – usually via the marking sheet template that is used across most work
(please see comments above re; the ‘tick boxes’ and text commentary not always matching up).
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14. Was the choice of subjects for dissertations appropriate? Was the method and standard of assessment
appropriate?
I looked at x10 dissertations and topics included foodbanks (75%), health policy (70%), immigration (60%) and internet
and governance (84%). All topics were sociological appropriate and it is clear students benefitted from high quality
supervision and from earlier training in methods/theory in year 2. The quality of the writing in the dissertations was
particularly impressive (in all but a few cases). Method and standards of assessment were very appropriate. I agree the
recent change whereby the main supervisor is now not the first marker but the second marker. This is good practice.
st
Where discussions had taken place between 1 markers and moderators to resolve an issue of marking it was clear how
the final mark had been arrived at. The dissertation handbook is very useful and gives clear guidance to students and
staff. The marking criteria are clear and the ‘Q&A’ sessions for students, in terms of possible topics/areas of UG research,
is good practice. I did note that students who go over the word limit are penalised by a deduction of marks – this is fine but
it is unusual for those students who only go 10% over - in my experience, at a few other institutions, there is normally a
10% discretion in terms of word limit where students are not subject to penalty. I was also curious about the recent shift to
a 20 credit (as well as 40 credit) dissertation and what the logic/rationale was for this and how it is working out.

15. Were the administrative arrangements satisfactory for the whole process, including the operation of the
Board of Examiners? Were you able to attend the meeting? Were you satisfied with the recommendations
of the Board?
Yes. The arrangements for the exam board were more than satisfactory, due to the commitment of all staff involved.
However,
deserves a particular mention for her hard work in terms of administrative matters – as does
who chaired the Board and
who led the process. I attended the meeting on June 26,
2014 and was fully satisfied with the recommendations made.

16. Were appropriate procedures in place to give due consideration to mitigating circumstances and medical
evidence?
Yes.

Other comments

Please use this box if you wish to make any further comments not covered elsewhere on the form

My communications with staff and the administration team were excellent. This was my first year acting as an external examiner
at Leeds and I must say my initial impressions are very favourable indeed – both in terms of the institution as a whole and, in
particular, the work of staff in Sociology and Social Policy. I look forward to returning next year for the 2014-15 exam board.
NB: For 2014-15, rather than being sent student work by post, I will come down to Leeds in advance of the Board and review
work ‘on site’. I think this will more effective use of my time and save on postage costs etc.

29-06-14)
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